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LORD IN THE RING: A BRIEF CHAT
WITH TONY WOLF
by Mary Shen Barnidge
The Chicago Park District requires its facilities
to be vacated promptly following activities housed
within, which didn't allow much time after the
weekend workshop sponsored by the Babes With
Blades to chat with its insffuctor: Tony Wolf,
founder of the New Zealand Stage Combat Society,
inventor of the Re:Action approach to theatrical
combat and, most recently, "Cultural Fighting Styles
Designer" for the award-winningLord Of The Rings
film trilogy. Against an aural background of building
managers impatiently nudging us and students
doggedly practicing their lessons-the clamor forcing
the resourceful Wolf to hold the tape recorder to his
mouth as if it were a hand-microphone-I asked him
about himself, his country and the work going into
the adapting Tolkein to the screen.
MARY SIfiN BARNIDGE: Your biography says
you were once a pro wrestler. Which came first? The
stage combat or the wrestling?
TONY WOLF: I was staging fights, based on the
old Batman TV series, with my friends on the playground when I was ten years old, and I didn't get
into pro wrestling until I was twenty-one. So I guess
you could say that the stage combat came first.
MSB: Which do you find more difficult, choreographing for the stage or for film? Which do you
like better?
TW: I think the answer-to both qaestions-is theatre,
just because it's more of a challenge. With film, you
have the hugeluxury of being able to do a retake.
You can break a complex piece of choreography
down into very small snippets, and you can take time
with each one. But fighting on the stage has to be
performed in one take.
MSB: And even when only two guys are fighting,
there are usually other people standing onstage, and
you've got to watch out for them.
TW: Absolutely! Especially if you're playing a
battle scene ...The other reason I like the stage is that
I'm more in control of the story. In film and TV the
story is told in the editing process. You're more of a
cog in a machine-though it can be a very exciting
machine to be a part of.
MSB: How big is your country? Are many films
shot there?
TW: New Zealand,, in geographical terms, is bigger

than England and bigger than Japan. So it's a reasonable size, but just not many people-about 4-112
million. And the cities are scattered, so we're physically isolated from one another. Our film industry is
very small-a lot of what would over here be called

"indie films". The govemment supports a number of
film projects but they're ridiculously low-budget by
American standards. The last big-budget Hollywood
thing that's come that way since Lord of the Rings
was the Tom Cruise picture, The Last Samurai.
MSB: What's New Zealand's cinematic appeal?
TW: An educated population that speaks Englishcertainly a plus if you're bringing a lot of people
from an English-speaking country. And you have
an exceptionally good skill base-especially
post-Lord Of The Rings-in terms of performers
and technicians and logistics experts who have been
working now for anywhere up to four years on one
of the biggest projects in the history of filmmaking.
And then there's the exchange rate-in American
dollars, you're getting at least another third in terms
of your money.
MSB: Lord Of The Rings is a fantasy based in
historical myth. In designing the fights, did you
adhere more to the history or the fantasy?
TW: My favorite quote is something [director] Peter
Jackson said throughout the whole project "We are
not doingfantasy movies here-we are filming
historical epics that are set in Middle Earth." I really
enjoyed that because it imposes a creative discipline.
The danger with choreographing fantasy projects is
that you can get lazy and, say, "well, THIS is a great
move from martial art, and THIS is a great move
from professional wrestling, and THIS is a very
flashy sword move, and we're making it all up, so
let's just throw everything in there and have a good
time." The action becomes generic, rather than
something organic to the world you've created.
MSB: The dramatic universe created by the authorTW: Yes. Imagine, say, a Japanese samurai warrior,
aZulu warrior, a Polynesian Maori warrior, a knight
in armor from medieval Europe and modern-day
Chicago street fighter with a baseball bat. All these
people come from hugely different cultures. They're
all armed differently. They're all armored differently.
Of course, the way they move and the way they fight
is going to be unique to those different cultures. The
job in designing the fighting styles used in Lord Of
The Rings was, literally, to begin from the ground
up: How does this character breath? How does this

culture write? What is its architecture? What does
their clothing look like? To figure the central aesthetic for each culture and translate that into a
fighting system, from how a character draws an
arrow to how a mounted character would throw a
spear from horseback. Very, very detailed work for
a total of eight different species, each one with their
own way of life, and how they all learn to function
together as a team. The "Fellowship" is the first
"melting pot" to happen in Middle Earth. It's the
first time they've all come together, united in a
single goal.
MSB: Are there many opportunities for fight work
in New Tnaland? Should the folks taking this class
plan to emigrate?
TW: I've often said New Zealand is big enough
for one of just about anything. I was lucky enough
to find myself the one Etry specializing in performance combat. When Lord Of The Rings was
filming, andXena-well, that was a pretty good
time to be a stunt performer in New Z,e,aLand,but
there's a population ceiling. That's a part of
why I travel so much. On the other hand, I like
traveling, too, and meeting people.

HANLON-LEES ACTION THEATER at
BRISTOL RENAISSANCE EAIRE
The notion of Fighting For The Hell Of It continof fantasy in an age
of gang-bangers, pseudo-militaristic radicals, and
international wars as frivolously initiated as those of
the 15th century. And the Hanlon-Ires Action
Theater, a troupe setting the standard for RenFaire
jousts since 1977, continues to stretch the limits of
their genre, with more dialogue between the representatives of authority-on the field, the Master Of
Arms, and in the civil sphere, a member of the royal
court-setting up a dramatic context for the action.
Attention is directed to individual choices, determined by the knights' country of origin and personal
morality, the latter summarized in buzz-phrases
immediately recognizable to contemporary audiences ("Victory at any cost", for example.).
The joust for the 2004 Bristol Faire was not
about intemational rivalries-though Sir Anders, the
polyglot Dane, returns this year on a blond horse to
match his own chevelure, and the two villains just
ues to be less and less the stuff

happen to both be Spaniards-as much as about the

destructive influence of chronic brawlers allied
neither to country monarch nor even each other. Sir
Mitri, marquis of Madrid, and SirAmadeo, the Red
Iftight of Mantua, do not hesitate to break tournament rules (in a single-afins bout, Amadeo boldly
grabs a second weapon and proceeds to draw blood
on his opponent), to demand points not earned fairly,
threaten the referee, and inflict additional injuries on
already defeated adversaries. They are bullies, drunk
on anarchic power, their tactics eventually becoming
so repugnant that even their supporters cheered when
Sir Thomas of Kent, mortally wounded but refusing
to surrender, scored the decisive blow.
Each episode runs no longer than the customary
thirty minutes, but Steve Cowan's script has been
edited to make the most of the body-miked personnel-Master of Revels Sir Edmund Tilney and Her
Majesty Elizabeth Regina (who herself takes the
field at one point to hold targets for the lancers, thus
guaranteeing our attention when the speared rings
shower glitter over the tiltyard). The bulk of the
exposition, however, falls to Master of Arms Sir
Richard of Griffin, played by Tawn Jones with a
diamond-edged enunciation that conveys the information both clearly and swiftly-very important
when a full fifteen minutes is devoted to ascertaining
that we deplore the necessity of a trial by combat, that
we understand the rules of engagement, and that we
want the Good Guys to emerge triumphant.
12520 lz0thAvenue: Bristol, Wisconsin. For
information, phone (847) 395-7773

THE KNIGHTS OF THE SILVER
SWORD at JUBILEE COLLEGE OLDE
ENGLISH EAIRE
Fairegoers at the advent of the American Renaissance Festivals being primarily adults playing at
make-believe, the jousts were all about testosteronesnorting men and horses clashing in mortal combatthe more violent, the better. But the romantic rebels
of the 1970s are now parents with children-cven
g randchildren-and increasingly given to second
thoughts about the vicarious thrills of yore. But
while tiltyards littered with prosthetic limbs and
organs can still be found on the faire circuit, the
tendency in recent years has been for mayhem less
graphic in its depiction.
The Jubilee College Olde English Faire, one
of the last in a circuit of small faires ranging the

Illinois-Indiana-Iowa region, exemplifies this trend
as do its jousters-in-residence, The Knights Of The
Silver Sword. With nary a nod to Hollywood, this
gathering just outside of Peoria continues to invoke
its fantasy with an innocence rarely seen these days,
its historical-preserve site mandating restrictions on
modern devices like electricity and plumbing, but
nevertheless making for an idyllic setting where
babies and dogs may roam in safety.
The Knights Of The Silver Sword likewise
ignore cinematic fads, instead delivering a G-rated
joust in which "eat dirt!" is the strongest expletive
employed and the only murder is a bloodless
irnpalement spontaneously generated-"I do believe
this joust has escalated into a fight to the death!"
observes the Master of Arms-and executed by an
avowed badass whose very horse balked at assisting
him in his misdeeds on this day. The chancteizations reflect a variety of European tribes and-in
keeping with recent anthropological discoveries-both
genders are also represented among the warriors, the
Scottish Briana McDuff, Lady of Loch Awe, and her
steed, McCloud, consistantly displaying poised
equestrian expertise. And if a fighting technique
based on rehearsed improvisation makes for a s/ow
safe fight, the professionalism these volunteers bring
to their craft far surpasses that of the SCA-based
fencing lessons and weapons drill providing the only
aiternative swordplay at this event.
ll8l7 Jubilee College Road (Hwy 150):

Brimfield, filinois. For further information,
phone (309) 243-9489

PYRATES
fight choreography by
David Woolley and David Coates
If Red Hen's 20012 rcvival of Bloody Bess
demonstrated the importance of adequate physical
space when attempting a fight-dominated play,

Defiant Theatre's Pyrates demonstrates a similar
need for literary space. David Woolley, the father
cf boat-in-the-bottle swordplay, supplies a smorgasbord of classical duels, slapstick smackdowns and
full cast-of-thirty melees, while Justin Fletcher and
Richard Ragsdale's adaptation of George MacDonald Fraser's mock-historical novel supplies a
succession of plot complications gleaned from
Dumas, Sabbatini and Errol Flynn. So much of both,
in fact, that even a playing space with enough room

for ship-to-ship battle scenes isn't big enough to
contain it all.
Call it too much of a good thing. Taken individually, every fight is a showstopper, videotapes of
which could, and should, serve as classroom aids for
years to come. But they are crowded by a script that
forces each to be just a little shorter than the scene's
tempo leads us to expect. The centerpiece-a fastpaced bout between two champions, backed by a
roomful of masquerade-party guests time-stepping to
rock-and-roll--occurs about three-quarters of the way
into the dramatic action, leaving the fourth quarter's
excitement nowhere to go but down. And in a show
running a staggering three hours on its opening
night, that's a long way down.
But however flawed its frame, there is no denying the opportunities presented by this daring production company's vision: A climactic appearance
by a giant octopus, represented by one of Defiant's
trademark megapuppets. The aforementioned shipto-ship battles-analogous to Action Movie's speeding-car duel-with hulls of sailing vessels mounted
on huge wagons shifted by black-clad koken. A
pirate portrayed by a four-foot mannikin perched on
its operator's shoulder (any other company would
have contented themselves with a parrot from the
Midsummer Knight's Dream vendors at the Bristol
Renaissance Faire, but not Defiant). A ceiling permitting sailors not only to swing from the rigging,
but dangle like rope-dancers. Then there's the variety of weapons: rapiers, cutlasses, daggers, belaying
pins, buckets, chests, sacks, whips, ropes, chains,
fists and feet. Declared Woolley in the show's press
release, "I feel like I've died and gone to fight
choreographer's heaven !"

CYRANO DB BERGERAC
fight choreography by
Richard Raether & Paul Dennhardt
Anthony Burgess' brisk, colloquial translation
makes for a production at times bordering on Richard lrster's Musketeers films. But a title character
more flinty than fiery @layed by a neophyte stage
combatant, albeit one in top physical condition),
coupled with a big stage encompassing three levelsfour, if you count the staircase-makes for a duel no
less thrilling for being almost leisurely in actual
swordplay, its participants more evenly matched
than in most interpretations of this star vehicle.
Indeed, Richard Raether-resident fight choreographer for Rockford's New American Theatre and no
stranger to helipad-sized playing spaces-incorporates

elements of a chase into the action, with opponents
hotly pursuing one another up steps and across
balconies, occasionally pausing to rest and collect
themselves (and in doing so, ascertaining that we hear

every word of Cyrano's simultaneous recitation).
The sequence also features a disarm and recovery with Valvert taking both weapons and Cyrano
employing a wrap & trap-in this case, executed with
a breakaway balcony curtain-to regain possession of
his rapier. Providing further respite from the potential monotony of blade-on-blade contact are a clever
sleeve-sliffing flourish, as well as a hint of hand-tohand just before the coup de grhce (occurring far
downstage for maximum visibility).
Cyrano is more than just one fight, however.
While this lllinois Shakespeare Festival production
includes no battlefield melees, an encampment
shielded from the enemy by a high ridge allows
Christian, upon realizing that Cyrano must be the
survivor, to charge recklessly at the enemy before
the order is given to do so-a suicidal impulse
making himself a lone target easily picked off by
musket fire. The ensuing commotion as his fellow
soldiers bring forth ladders in preparation for attack
highlight the sacrifice of a boy irrevocably changed
by his war experience.

THE GLORIOUS & BLOODTHIRSTY
BILLY THE KID, GREATEST SERIAL
KILLER OF OUR TIME: A WILD
WEST SHOW & CABARET
fight choreography by the T[icklock ensemble
This Albuquerque-spawned entry into the burgeoning genre of the Brechtian Western proposes an
1881 traveling show recounting the life and times of
William Bonney, aka Billy The Kid, said to have
murdered innocent and guilty citizens numbering in
the hundreds. The biodrama is acted in the melodramatic style of its period and embellished with plenty
of Buntline-style ballyhoo (songs, stiltwalking and
trapeze turns). Its fights, too, feature patently phony
violence, the gunfire foleyed in from offstage and
the hand-to-hand comprised mostly of pro-wrestiing
and gymnastic posturing.
But just when we think the evening will be all
looney-tunes slapstick, the play-within-a-play's
cheerful square-dancin' finale gradually morphs into
a melee of punches, kicks and throws culminating in
a burst of blankfire and blood-the first of the

evening-as Billy is dispatched by a shot from a big,
shiny six-shooter. And just in case we still cannot
distinguish between a legendary gunslinger and a
cold-blooded serial killer, a final bead drawn on the
audience itself brings home the seductiveness of the
homicidal frenzy.
Though Tricklock's message may not be as
ambitious as that of the recent San Valentino And
The Melancholy Kid,the company's summer tour
includes stops in Prague, Cologne and Belgrade,
where this brand of All-American spectacle is sure
to-well, blow them away.

ROMEO AND JULIET
fight choreography by Nick Sandys
Some violence translates easily from 15thcentury Verona to depression-era Appalachia-the
universe mandated by Virginia Smith's directorial
concept for this classic. Tribal warfare between the
Montague and Capulet clans is sustained by kinsmen armed with hayfoiks and hoes for brandishing,
baseball bats and clubs for actual fighting. And the
natural foliage of Austin Gardens allows one rowdy
to drop out of a tree in ambush.
Trickier, however, is finding occasion for
personal weapons in an age when packing individual hardware was no longer the custom. An
effete Mercutio's dainty frog-stick going up against
Tybalt's fierce double-edged Bowie knife makes
for a reasonably complex duel using standard
dagger vs. dagger technique. More exciting is
the confrontation between Romeo and Paris at
the mouth of Juliet's tomb-a skirmish usually
rendered perfunctory lest it delay the rush to the
dramatic climax.
The fight begins with the two men struggling
for possession of the crowbar used to open the crypt,
but quickly shifts to Kaintuck Wrestling-a brand of
hand{o-hand combat employing kicks, rolls and
other gymnastic maneuvers-the taller and heavier
Paris initially exercising an advantage over the
slighter Romeo. The climax is a sequence starting
with Paris applying a "sleeper hold" to his opponent.
After Romeo elbows him in the ribs twice to no
avail, the smaller lad slaps his adversary's thigh.
As Paris looks down, Romeo reaches back, grabs
his head and snap-mares the larger man over his
shoulder to the ground, giving himself time to
retrieve the crowbar and deliver the fatal blow that
ends the fight.

THE ROMANCE OF MAGNO RUBIO
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No credit in the playbill for the choreographer
of the gay-bashing in Bailiwick Rep's Anatomy
Of Revenge, nor for whoever came up with the
cane-and-kitchen-pan chase in GreyZelda Group's
The M e t amo rp ho s i s . More discouraging, however,
are the number of fights seen in recent months
that have been staged without benefit of anyone
trained in combat skills. Nothing dangerous
occurred and no one got hurt (though no fight
choreographer worthy of the title would have
permitted an actor to point a firearm, even a
prop, straight atthe audience, as in Theatre O'
TheAbsurd's Suspension Of Disbeliefl. But does
this problem stem from directors thinking that
fights are too easy to require a specialist, or that
fight specialists are too hard to find? Richard
Gilbert and David Gregory of R & D Choreography take out ads for their "violence design" in the
trade papers-what areyou doing to let theatres
know you're for hire?
That said, let us rccognize the motley technicians drafted by their employers to serve as fight
instructors:

CLOt]DS
fight choreography by (movement coordinator)
Jenny Lawton
Angel, Owen and Ed are three impetuous
swains defending a girl from each others' lustful
attentions-or so they think. Their scuffle begins in
the lady's upper-level boudoir where Angel has
been lured under false pretenses. When the lady
lets forth a scream on some fabricated pretext, Owen
rushes to her aid. Angel, outraged at Owen's invasion of this feminine retreat, propels him out the
door and down the stairs with a jab, followed by a
belly-punch. This pulls the action to the floor-level
downstage, where Ed intervenes and is dragged
into the fray. As Angel and Ed exchange jabs, their
aim blurred by a text-mandated "power outage", our
attention is drawn to Owen, who runs to his own
room for more weapons-in this case, a folding
chair with which two of the defenders are swatted
like shuttlecocks before the trio succumbs to exhaustion (leaving the object of their ardor to swoon
into the arms of afourth cavalier, waiting safely
outside the field of baule.)

fight choreography by
(stage manager) Ellyn Costello
The text is written in rap-meter verse, so no
realism is necessary. In previous scenes, one character is seen to brandish a shiny, cartoon-sized
switchblade (standing wayto one side of the stage).
But the only actual engagement begins with a
charge and grapple, accompanied by copious shouting. It then progresses to two jabs-delivered upstage
to allow for plenty of distance-and then shifts
almost immediately to slo-mo, atactic always useful
in ensuring the safety of neophyte actor-fighters, for
three additional jabs.

TJNDERWATER
fight choreography by (director) Adam Webster
A stage measuring a bare 8X 12 feet doesn't
permit much room for combat, even when the
weapon is a dinner fork, flourished by a hippiechick with the fury of a Vedic goddess. Webster
has the undersized amazon chase her taller oppo-

nent offstage (where, presumably, they equip
themselves with blood apparatus). As she pursues
him back into our view, she leaps onto his back,
bringing him down. Straddling his prone body, she
then stabs him in the nape of the neck, her minitrident releasing a great gush of water-thinned-foreasy-washing blood. Indeed, so great a gush of
blood that audience members were spattered by
the gory spray.

Ahoy, mateys!The success of Pirates Of The
Caribbean appears to have launched a wave of
seafaring swashbucklers, with Jolly Rogers and
Roge6s surfacing from Davy Jones' locker on all
shores. Defiant Theatre's adaptation of George
MacDonald Fraser's Pyrates will be followed in
September by the Stockyards Project's Bald Grace,
Pirate Queen-abiodrama of reallife buccaneer
Grace O'Malley, featuring fight choreography by
Dawn "Sam" Alden. And while women sporting
roll-cuffed boots and flintlock pistols have been
spotted with increasing frequency at Renaissance
Faires, the Jubilee Festival's Captain Maggie and her
Barbarian henchmen, while exhibiting the swagger
suitable to their station, are not above extending
their gracious hospitality to strangers.

"lf it ain't safe, it ain't
stage combat"
Tony Wolf
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